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Overview

I Språkbanken – the Swedish Language Bank
I “empirical NLP” and language corpora
I primary data ∼ analytical resources in linguistics –

territory ∼map
I what we can(not) do with language corpora
I summary/conclusion



Språkbanken (at University of
Gothenburg) – origins and history

∼1970: the first Swedish text corpus: Press-65

1972: chair in natural language processing

1975: Språkbanken established

1984: undergraduate program in language technology (LT)

2000: GSLT (national graduate school in LT)

2004: the Swedish Literature Bank

2007: CLT (Centre for Language Technology) started

2008: language technology named a strategic research area of the
university

2009: generous strategic funding for CLT (–2015)

2011: version 1 of Korp

2013: Korp flies out over the world

2014: coordinating node of SWE-CLARIN

2015: Språkbanken turns 40

2018: close to 15 billion words in Språkbanken

2018: National Språkbanken funded by SRC (VR) (–2024)



Språkbanken –
content and purpose

what is Språkbanken?
I a national resource since 1975
I an R&D-unit in language technology

I open and free access to sophisticated (linguistic) search in digital, richly
annotated language resources (written Swedish representing all
historical periods and all genres):

I text corpora (monolingual and parallel)
I lexical resources (modern and historical, mono- and multilingual)
I a language technology infrastructure
I downloading of entire resources (under a CC-BY license)

I (but opportunistic wrt digitization)
I unique competence in the area of Swedish language resources

who are our users?
I language technology researchers
I linguists and lexicographers working on Swedish
I educators and students
I the public



Språkbanken –
https://spraakbanken.gu.se



Språkbanken –
Korp



Språkbanken –
Karp



Språkbanken –
Sparv



Språkbanken –
Lärka



Språkbanken –
Strix



NSB – our new research
infrastructure

I Språkbanken & Swe-Clarin (National Språkbanken – NSB)
funded by the Swedish Research Council 2018–2024

I three main sections:
1. SB Text (= Språkbanken/U Gothenburg)
2. SB Tal (SB Speech) (= KTH)
3. SB Sam (SB Society) (= Institute of Language and Folklore)

I (plus 7 Swe-Clarin partners)



NSB –
sections and modules



SB Text –
multilingual resources

Types of multilingual resources in SB Text (all of course primarily
for LT, but also designed/suitable for contrastive [C] or/and
typological/areal/genealogical [T] linguistic studies) –

C: parallel (and comparable) corpora of the
“traditional” kind

T: (massively multilingual corpora)
C/T: multilingual lexical resources

T: typological databases
T: interlinear glossed text (ITG)

Note that lexical and textual resources are normally interlinked,
through tools for automated linguistic annotation.



SB Text –
parallel corpora



SB Text –
multilingual lexical resources



SB Text –
typological databases



SB Text – IGT (also massively
multilingual: ∼500 in LSI)

From Linguistic survey of India, V3P1



more corpora – but why?

I in 2002, Språkbanken held <150 million words
I in the period 2003–2010, the corpus data grew by about 20

million words/year (basically one year’s worth every year of
GP, a Gothenburg-based newspaper)

I ⇒ in 2010, there were <250 million words in Språkbanken
I with Korp (released in 2011), we started collecting

social-media text, first blogs, later online forums and tweets
I today, Språkbanken offers access to ∼15 billion words

(∼13.5 BW modern, ∼1.5 BW historical texts)

I . . . but what can we do better with 100 times more text?



“A map is not the territory it
represents” (Alfred Korzybski 1933)

(From <http://http://wheretimeturnsintospace.blogspot.com.ee/2013/03/
general-semantics-dune-and-whole-system.html>)

<http://http://wheretimeturnsintospace.blogspot.com.ee/2013/03/general-semantics-dune-and-whole-system.html>
<http://http://wheretimeturnsintospace.blogspot.com.ee/2013/03/general-semantics-dune-and-whole-system.html>


another mathematician on maps
and territories:

“That’s another thing we’ve learned from your Nation,” said Mein Herr,
“map-making. But we’ve carried it much further than you. What do you
consider the largest map that would be really useful?”

“About six inches to the mile.”
“Only six inches!” exclaimed Mein Herr. “We very soon got to six yards to the
mile. Then we tried a hundred yards to the mile. And then came the
grandest idea of all! We actually made a map of the country, on the scale of
a mile to the mile!”
“Have you used it much?” I enquired.

“It has never been spread out, yet,” said Mein Herr: “the farmers objected:
they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So we
now use the country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as
well. [. . . ]”

Lewis Carroll: Sylvie and Bruno Concluded (1893)



WVLC and EMNLP

I Workshop on Very Large Corpora (WVLC): 1993, 1994, 1995,
1996, 1997, 1998

I Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language
Processing (EMNLP): 1996, 1997, 1998

I Joint SIGDAT Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing and Very Large Corpora: 1999, 2000

I EMNLP (occasionally joint with CoNLL or HLT): 2001–

I “Perhaps the most immediate reason for this empirical
renaissance is the availability of massive quantities of data:
text is available like never before” (Church 1999)



radical empiricism in language
technology

”Every time I fire a linguist, the performance of our speech
recognition system goes up.” (c:a 1985)

(Frederick Jelinek [1932–2010], speech technology pioneer)



Zipf’s law and its consequences

Most linguistic phenomena are very rare (LNRE: Baayen 2001)



”Deep learning”

(From <http://rare-technologies.com/word2vec-tutorial>,
model trained on 100 billion words)

<http://rare-technologies.com/word2vec-tutorial>


new text, new words

(Image source: Magnus Sahlgren, Gavagai, Inc.)



new ‘words’



interlude: documentary linguistics

I Himmelmann (1998 and elsewhere) introduces the notion
of language documentation (or documentary linguistics),

I distinguishing it from descriptive linguistics:

I “language description aims at the record of a language”
(analytical resources: ‘map’?: ≈written)

I “language documentation, on the other hand, aims at the
record of the linguistic practices and traditions of a speech
community”
(primary data: ‘territory’?: ≈spoken)



language corpora – a bit of both
worlds

Somehow, language
corpora combine
aspects of map and
territory, especially if they
contain linguistic and
other kinds of
annotation. They are
perhaps more like
gravestone rubbings
than like maps:

(Image from Dover N.H. Public Library website)



so, just like maps, language
corpora may distort the world

i.e., their representativity may be less than desired

(Images from: Wikimedia Commons [Mercator] • Alexcious [AutaGraph])



they don’t show us everything

(Photo from <http://aultparksunrise.com/>)



normativity is hard to avoid

”Sometimes I do wish that the informants would be more
careful in pronunciation and follow some system which would
conform to theory. . . . Apparently no excuse, excepting that
informants are too lazy to use it correctly.”

(Father Berard Haile in a letter to Edward Sapir
30 March, 1931, quoted by Darnell 1990: 257)



and when it is avoided, there may
be surprises

(From <https://www.telegraph.co.uk>)

<https://www.telegraph.co.uk>


what we can(not) expect to find
out about language from corpora

I possibly (even likely):
I many highly frequent formal aspects of written language

(especially lexicon and phraseology)
I second-language acquisition (primarily written language)
I first-language acquisition (with directed documentation)
I translation phenomena
I typological phenomena

I not so possibly (even unlikely):
I spoken language (especially dialog),
I including multilingual interaction
I rare linguistic phenomena (LNRE strikes again!)
I semantic and pragmatic phenomena

I (. . . and always in a data-hungry way (remember deep
learning!))



summary and conclusion

I language corpora combine the territory (“primary data”)
and map (“analytical resources”) aspects:

I they may distort the object of study
I as primary data, they obey Zipf’s law (meaning that

hoarding is in fact a good thing in this context)
I as analytical resources, they may reflect (crypto-)

normativity and preconceptions on what is to be found
I as both, they suffer from representativity issues wrt to the

investigated domain/phenomena

I but still – perhaps exactly because of their double nature –
they tend to beat linguistic intuition (and speculation) flat
out



Thank you for your attention!

And my deepest gratitude to our systems developers and researchers in
Språkbanken who develop and maintain our language tools and resources!

(Foto: Boyd Michalovsky)


